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ABSTRACT

Wh re to Look for the Child in Early Childhood Education:

Some kelp from Piaget

The three papers inc uded in this symposium discuss the 'relevance of
4

'Jean Piaget's theory of'cognitive development to the early chiltAhood prac-

titioner. First, an overview ,of Piaget's theory is prented. This focusses on

the particular anects of the theory most relevent to practitioners in çarly

e

childhood_education. Second curriculum implementation is exam.ined. Piaget s

ideas Are applied to the traditional child centered curriculum via a W. step

plan including the teacher's; 1) anticipation, 2) analysis, 3) arrAnge:

ment, )- attention, 5) articulation, and 6) as;sessment'of-activities is

described. Third, Piaget's contributions to anderstAtiding children's socio-
.

emotional development-are examined.' Determining appropriate goals fcT socio-

emotional development aqd means for reaching these goals are discussed:



Hoy/ Theoty iielps in-the Early Childhood Glassroom
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Ph4osophy and psychblogical theoxy seem far removed from the coricerns

of early childhood practitioners. -Ye% in recent year's an increasing amount of

attention has been devoted to psychological theory.andvits implications foq.curri-,

culu , ,particularly in the preschool (c.f. Peters,.l977; Seaver & Cartwright,

19,77). Explored in this piper will be the implications;of one theoiY, that off,

Jean Piaget, foi early childhood 06ctitioners. While particular curriculum

models have been developed by otheis (c.f. Weikart, 1971; Kamii & DeVries, 1977),
.s

.the,purpose of this paper is a preseptation,of 'the theoretical constructs which are both.

relevaRt to teachers in their'daily transactions with children and applicable

acroks a variety of speoific progliams. This will be carried out in two steps.

,Firstly, the philosophical aSsumpti:ons of'7Fiaget's approach will 'be outlined.

Secondly, a more specific discussion of' the theory will be pursued. Ultimately,

's hoped that teacheA and other practitioners will see that pill sophy and

theory are indeed inti ately telated :to daily functioning in the clapiroom- with .

young children nd their parents.

Philosophidail Assumptions.,

A discussion of the philosophical framework underlying Piegetts theory is

,

critical for two reasons. First, it is important)for all teachers -to.clarify

the philosephical'stance.they-aSSume for .yiewing'the .world (Seayer & Cartwright

1977). Teacers are decisien makers, planners, and iroblem.solvers- (Clark &

1977). .The rules employed for' baking these decisions are Intimately related

to one's view 'of the world and how the indivfdual fuliclions in that world. To

'be an effective decision maker, consistent Tules are critical. An articulation

of one _ philouphioal- YleW of he individbal and education will facil tate the
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recognitipn,of possible inconsistencies and hence clarify rules.for making

decisions. The teacher needs to identify a framework for interacting with'

children and theirparents which is comfortable far the teacher andeffective.

for promoting desired educational butcomes.

The second reasen flor discussing the assumptions cif Piagetrs.theory are more

specific'tp Piagef's work. Given the.need of all,:early edUcation practitioners

ta clarify their underlying world views, Piaget's approach has some special

appe21. Specifically, the underlying assumptions of Piaget'S parallel those of

the traditional child centered nursery s,chool approach. The.traditional child

centered approach to education is the most.coillmonly implemented appfoach in

the field today,

Listed'bglow are the major assumptions underlying both Piaget's theory

. intellectual development and Dewey's approach to a child centeied currisulum.

In considering these points, the re- ader is encouraged to compare 'and contrast`l

them with his or her personal views of the individual's transactions with the

people and objects in the environment. (For an elaboration of these points

see Flavell, 1963; Dewey, 1962:)
4*

The impeturs for growth, development, and learning is within the

indivislual. The biological nature of the child is inherently active.

is
4

is.in contrast'to a view that force's outside the persón pressure

the individual into development and learning.

2. The chance to explore nove?situations is inherently satisfying and
't

motivating. )puriosity fs a natural characteristic; it does not

heed to be learned.
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, 3. Children and adults learn through activity. Learning through manipu-,

lation and active exploration of objects in the world is vital to

development% It cannot be replaced by learning through verbal

explanation -Or modelling.

Learning and development are the ult of,--an interaction between

the biological haracteristieS of the'ehild and the sociar and.

physical world in which the child lives. This means that develop-
lf

ment'is more than the natural'unfolding of the biological organism.

t
Development is also more than theesum total the environmental stimuli

imposed upon the child; The natural unfolding,is influenced by the

environment while the environmental inpUt Ls infl enced by the

biological Cilaracteristics of the child.

S. Each child has unique needs andziliterests in the coghitive, social

and affective realms. The same situation in the environment may be

experienced differently by different children. This means that for a

learning experienCe to be optimal it. should be structured to suit
A

the needs of the individiol child.

All aspects.of development; inteIlecut socio-emotional, physical

etc., are related. While each of these asppcts can be qonsidered

4 A.
seperately, it .must be temembered that all function torether in the

child. No aspect of development'oecurs independently of the others,
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These six points proside a philosophical 7ramework for viewing the develop-

ini individual within:the context of any life situation. It is'expected.that

these viewpoints coincide with the belief system possessed by many practipohers

in early childhoed education. Typically, the guidelines for educational pro-

gramming decisions within the traditional child centered approach stop here.

Uowever, couched within this philosophical framework is Piaget's theory of

intellectual developmen Piaget's theoll ultimafilly leads to a more precise

specification of teacher activities in the classroom . These will be examined

later. First the general nature of Piaget'S theory will be discussed.

Piaget's Theory of intellectual Development

(,Piaget is primarily int6rested in the,intellectual or cognitsive development

of the child, However, all domains-of functioning play a role in his theory

-(Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). His approach is based on the notion of a child inher-

ently,motivated to explore the environment, learning andideveleping through

this actiyity. Emphasized are the. interac5tions between internal biological

factors such as maturation and external environmental factors including experi-

ences with both the physical and social world. Learning and development result

from the interaction of the&e factors (Inhelder, Sinclair1 & lovet 1974). ,

An overview of Piaget's theory will be presented.here. ,First, will be coil-

sideiled the descriptive aspects of the theory. Forteachers, the descriptive

aspect isprilnarily related to the issue Of readiness. Second, will be conside ed

the expianatory aspects of the theory. This second 'aspect is more directly

related to the optimal manner for structuring transaotions in the classroom.
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Descriptive aspects of the. theory

Between infancy and adulthood children experience or,pass tbrough-.four
.

.
stages'"Of 'cognitve a6relopment (Datet.& Inhelder, 1969). Each stage might

be cohside'red a sort" of rule systeM, actively.constimted by the chilld through

.
.

.

'.

the'process of interaetirig with the envirdnmprit. Tli rule system forpeach'siage
S

..
.-

is unique, thougS -common across individuali, at that stage, and t.s employed by.

,,

the child for intellectually organizing experi,ences in the pliYsical and *, .

social wotld. The.four.stages occur ih an invariant Sequence alt hough tWe

rate at which ndi i"-als pass through'each stage:varies.

Sensori-motor ldwledge. The first Stage is Called the sensori-motor .
1 .

period. This is the simpltst and most basic system the child, creates for,know-..

-

ing abaft the world. The environMent is organized by the child!S overt actions

and,movements in.the'world. 'The'child can move aroundandrecognized familiar

ob)ects and people. However, the child does not-truly think since he or she

canuas4-represent or m ntally Icon truct objects and peoplewhien they are no

longer present,

:1111s:2222:2:112Ltaile The second stage of development is the pre-
..

operitionaI period. This begins when the child is approximately two years

old. Wow the child is.first able to symbolize or reprepnt'objefts, pe ple.(

or 'experiences from the 'pqst. At this tiMe the child is first capable of \
A ,

internalized thought, Hole /ever, th s thought.system it quite different from that

used by older children.and adults sinCe tho'ught lacks stability and regularity.

The child Jocuses or "-centers"-attention on a.particular aspect or dimension

of a situatioa and,tannot intOgrate.thatdimensiOn with others.

Si
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For example, inisocial situations the child is unable to realize that other

people have ne ds and desires different from his or her own. Speech and com-

munication'is ego6entric" failing to actount for the different needs of the .,
listener.

,With respect to the physical world, the child in the pre-operational

stage is unable to see how a change in one 'dimension is compensated by a

change in another dimensjon. For

llr

ple, the young child believes that the

jiquantity of changes as th iquid is poured from a short wide grass'

into a tall in Aass. The child !focuses or centtrs on the height of the

-

liquid in he container and doetn't see that the change in height which ocurs

as t'he liquid is poured from one glas to.another is compensated by a chagg'e

kniwidth. Similarly, in classifying and organizing events, objects; and

People in the environment, the pr operational child focuses or centers on,a

single attribute_or characteristic and cannot easily switch to a.d fferent

classification scheme..
.

Contrete operationa knowledge. At about six years of age the child constructs

the third type of rule system. This is the period of concrete operations.

Thought now becomes orgmized and flexible as the child decenters and ,integrates

more than one dimension of a situation. Thought is 'stable and less easily

'distorted than during the pre-operational period. Therrule system constructed

by the child permits the application of many logical relationships missing

during the earlier siages. The child iS ableto seriate and classify d'bjçts, ,

to understand,spatial and temporaj coneepts, as well as basic number concepts.

The child can represe t changes and tranformations of objects in thought and



drawing. Moral r asoning focuses bn intentions rather than outcomes while

logical reasoning becomes inductivvather than transductive.

Formal operational knowlefte. The final itage'of cognitive development,
%

occurs in adoltscence end is -known as formal operations.. During adolescence

the logical operations OT rule systems of.concrete operations are-extended furthe

The child can nos thinksabstra tly in a truly scientific way. The child can
,

hynoth s -c multl)ole out.comes and 'imagine sitUations pther than immediate.

,
..

realitY.

Piaget has extensively studied.the nature.of thp developing thought system

from.infancy through adolescence. sHe has provided hkghly specific descriptions
*

of concept development both within and across stages: At least a passing4 famili-

arity with all'folir stages of intellectual developMent is useful to the early

childhood edilicator.since it provides knowledge pf both the beginning and the

endpoints'of optimal development. However, clearly of greatest interest'to

rly childhood educ t rs are the periods of spre-operationaI and concrete

operaticval thought.

This general description of the chile's developing thought system is nec-

cesry1for undeding how the world appears to.the young/child and whattthe

child is intellectually capable of doing.. 'Nis is-the first use of Piage4's

theory to early childhood practitioners. However, this description fails to

provide information atiout how the child aotually learns and develops. Such

an explanation of ihe processes of learning and kqowledge development.is the

e second use of Aiaget's theory for practitiorlers.



Explanation.: Howlearning and developmens oCcur.

Piaget and Inhelder have distinguished differe'ht kinds of knowledge

acquired,and constructed by the child. A'different process of learning is

associated with each'type of knowledge. An understanding of the distinCtion

bet een these, different ;Ifp'es of knowledge and theill associated le rning.processes

is critical for the teacher intructuring learning4experfences j.n the classroom.

Three kinds of knowledge aTe described by Piaget.. These 'include soci41.knowledge,

physrcal knowledgeand logical-mathematical knowledge, lach i$ ddstinguished

by.the type of relevant feedbaCk to be p.tovided by'the environmerit. Specifically

there are some things we can and'mus directly teach chiglren. There are oter

things children can immedLately discover for themselires: Finalfy, there,ar

things which can only be Siscovered very'slowly through interaction between
A

the environment and the learner gradually over time. Additionally, no learning
,

is adequately explained by the simple internalizioion of fanguage. Table 1

summarizes the important relatdonships befween each type of knowledge and envir-

onmental feedback. It is important to realize that-these tyPes of knowledge
1.

are not *specific tothe particullr stages 9f cognipve development described

earlier. Rather, they rcut Across stages..

/ Social knowledge. The first.type of 3(nowiedge'is called social knowledge.
44

Social knowledge is knowledge unique to society and the culture. Much of what

we teach young children in early,e,ducation programs is largely thiskind of

knowledge. _Learning cofor names is a good e le. A child learns to disc;i. in-
.

ate the color red from other'colors. Hdwever, learning to attach the EngliMi

lab 1 rather than the Spanish labehrojo Or the French label, rouge,

can only coy from feedback or information provided by other people jfl the

1 f)
AIL IA/



Type of .

Knawledgd-

-.Logical-Mathematical

Physica

S cial

Table I."

Four Kinds of Kriowing and Haw Tbey Develop

'Where' does the,thgd
get feegback'from?

Examples of
Activities

Typical
Questions

From child's own
schemafa or cognitive
structures, or his
Or her,tnternal world.

ft

Classification . .

Seriation . . .

,Numher concept: .

Spatial
Temporal

A

.Holeare these different?
.

Which is the kiggest?
The smallest?
kre there,móre in,one?
Which has more?' 's...Less?

What happened firstr

'From the external
physical world.

Balance scales . . :what will happen to the:
scale if you add this?

Baking cookies. . How can you makd this dough
a little softer?

Musical Instruments. .What can you do with .this

, drum to make a loud noise?

From people or
society.

Activities with:

Color . 1

Shape
NuMbers
Letters

Si

',Cap yoU find the red.
Rhat is this called?
Can you find the five?'

What is learnedV-

Developm&it. of thought
processes and OrTan-
izing rule Systems

to efficiently and,
effectively cope
With the world.

Psoperties of
objects.
4

2, Regularities
and,consfeten-

.,cies:of physi-
cal worlir

I. Arbitrary names
for objects and
symbols

2. Arbitrfrysocial
rules

Iepresentational

Symboltic, tociodramatie

- Drawing,& graphic repre-
sentatian

Telling stories; :recounting experien es
Mental,imagerY,
Immitation

reader is urges to consider Kdmii & DeVries (1977) for further elaboration of these ideas.

To structure'the
world and symbolize
it in more concise
wayso,.

14
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,

child's environrneht .

Some types of knowledge about letters and nu

1.

s are also social knowledge.

Recegnizing the fiveness of the five fingers on one's hand does not depend on

feedback from other people. However, attaching the symbol "5". an arabic numeral

rather than the Roman numeral "V" is quite dependent upon social feedback.

Arbitrary rurs dictated by our culture are another example.of social

knowledge. *While rules are useful and n:fiesary for the functioning of

so4ety; they can only le learned by direct information provided by othe

people. .We'say, "plea'Se" and thank you", eat certain foods with a fork rather

than fingers, stop at red.lights, and talk quietly in libraries be6ause these are

accepted societal Customs. Such 'arbitrary rules are, ofcourse, to be distinguished

from moral ssues (c.f. Kamii DeV ies, 1977).

Physical knowledge. Social knowledge is distinctly 'different from

the second 'major type of _knowledge, physical knowledge. PhysiCal knowledge

discovered by the child through direct exploration arid interaction with

materials in the physical.world. Physical knowledge always involves some' sort

of exploratory behavior or action, applied to an *object in the environment and

An'obser'ation of the outcome of this exploratiory activity.

Frequently, exploration of the physical world is associated with science

actirities. However, it.is important to remember that physical knowledge ex-

tends across all type's of experiences the child encounters in the physical envir-

: onment. Physicil knowledge islconstruc,ted'when the child'discovers the, dif-

ferences between 'dropping a wooden block, and dropping a ,pie-ce of paper. Physical

lhowledge is also discovered when the child explores and,compareS the results

I.



of drawing with a white crayon on red paper tO drawing with'a white crayon

oarwhite paper. Such knowledge is also constructed in cooking activities .

when the child,discovers what happens to a mixtui.e b adding water. Physical

knowledge can be immediately discovered through action upon Objects.

gical-mathematical knowledge. Logical-m thematical igkowledge is the

third type of knov;1-edge identified by Piaget. Logical mathematical knowledge

is constructed by the child through
.

a gradual process of iiteraction' with

(

people and objects in the enVir nment. 41.;'e development of logi,cal mathematical

knowledge is seen as the child organizes the people, objects, and'events in his'

or her world, into increasingly complex logical spatial, and temporal relation-
.

ships. Specifically, the child classifies according to more than one cilterion,

Vcriates along a single dimension,,and onierves attributes across spatial trans-

formations.

Logical mathematical knowledge.has profound implications for the child' Or-

ganization of thp world, Indeed, it is different levels of logical mathematical

knowledge which di ti guish one stage of thought from another. Yet logical

mathematical knowledge cannot be'directlle taught by other people, nor.can it

be I.-mmed atelv discovered through aciions -on physical,objects. The construction
,,

., .

of logical mathematical knowledge by the child proceeds slowly and gradually.,

%

It the result of an interaction between experiences encountered in the'world

and internal hiologicalconditions. The feedback'for this knowledge comei from
1

within the child. This means that the teacher has relatively little direct

control over the development of logicil mathematical knpwledge. Piaget main-
.

tains that feedback provided by the teacher at inappropriate fimes may even impede
4

the development and Construction.of logical thought by confusing the child.
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Representation. Finally, some-,Eomment about the rofe of language in the

-development of thought and I

ability te repreSent things n

ng within Piaget's theory is neccesary.. The

mediately p'msent is an important humin acCom-
k

plishmcnt. .Language is onefo of representation and-some psych.ologists

equate this form of representatio ith thought. According to this view,

poorly developel langua'ge leads to

tbs)

oorfY 'developed thouAt. Piagets view Jf the

.relitionship between representationa processes such as language, zith thinking

is in distinct opposition,to this. Pi get sees language as only on form of

representation. Other foems of repres n ation inqude sym6olic ply, immitatibn,

graphic representation, and Mental image All Of these are impo tant for

helping the child reconstruct ana understand pasexperiences. H*ever, all

forms of repmsentatioh reflect the underl ing thought systemof the child.

Language and-other representational activitiet are the result, rather than the

cause, of thinking abilities in the young child. 'Hence? training in language

%

does not neccesaril lead to d velopment of thought processes, altshough such

04wif,

training may support already existing abilities.

st

Conclusion

An effort tias been made here to illustrate the relevance-Q{ phildsophy and

A
psychological theory to the daily needs and comerns of early childhood prac-

titiOners. Specifically, the relevance of the cognititre develop ental,theory

of Jean Pfaget has been discussed. The general importance for the early child-

hood practitioner of clarifying and articulating philosophical frameworks was

0#.

discussed. The congruence betwe n thp philosbphizcal a sumptions of Piaget's

approach and the traditional child centered approaZrsuggasts the .40.evance of
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Piaget's work to many teachers o

13.

young chil% dren. It was shokilthat.Piaget's

theory suggests a system of guidelines useful for/structuring learning expeiei.-

ences in the classroom the teacher operating from a child centered approach.

This systemdepends upon cher's undprstanding of the individual child's

.developmental status, the e of learning activity the child is inVolved in,

and awareness of the appropriate feedback tq proVide for that activity.

4

4
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Theory knowledge issof little Alse to the early Childhood educator-unless4

it4can be impleilented in day.to day interactions with children. .For the early, 7

childhood educator the true test of Piagetian thebry lies inits ,sefulness for

Aderiving pedagogical principles for teaching. Wheiher as a teacher of toddlers,

a Head Start aide, or a day care director, it is the day to day interactions tha

we have with children and materials that ate of utmost concern: Remembering to

bring in the sweet potato that started to sprout under the kitchen sihk for the

"science table ,"Robert, you were so careful when you put the needle arm bn the

new recordi'; "What do you think will happen, Monica .if we add more water to the

playdough?"; Pinning a field trip permission slip to each-child as tie departs

far home -- these are but a few examples of the multiple roles we perform

teathers of young.children.

According to Piaget, the.child is intrinsically motivated to construct

knowledge his prouessive development being influenced.by maturation, social

transmission, Interaction with the physical environment and-the, internal self-_

reaulatory process Of equilibriation. Acting upon suth a the retical premise,

. an eniiironment must bedesigned, we deduce, that invites, allows' and,encourages

the having of multifold wonderful ideas. 5uch an environment must he rich in

materials ta explore, in the company of other children, undeor the aegis of a

teacher who values spontaneous learning. At aservet,' liatener, and question-
,

,askei such a teacher facilitates the child's consEruction of knowledge. These

general' impli;Catibns seem quite an order, but just imagining clusters of

children liappily and earn'esily engaged in self-selected tasks, with a teacher

,providing just the right prop or,asking just the right question, we are cora-.%

peiled to ask for specifio guidance for implementation, as opposed-to these

lofty whilksawpatible.sounding generalities. In other wotds, we are asking,
s.

how do we do it?"
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It is not incidental, as we shall see, that the traditional Ichild-centered
: s,

"activities continue to be a s6urce of -delight,and involvemen t. far young children°
4

1

inour aassrooms. Historically, teachers have,ritained those activities which

, have captured dhild interest, sustained involvement, and facilitated development
-

socially, intellectually pr Carolyn Peatt's unit blocks are as faici-,,,

nating and compelling to a four-year7old tdday aS when they were first introduced.

Is Piagit would observe, these tradit,onal preschool activities remain

popularbecause they call fort.h children to adt mentally and physically. .,Arts

and crafts, imatic play, blO
.,

ck building, cooking, table games, and other
. 1

.
N

familiar activities seem to havd stood the( test pf time.. Again', from a Piagetian

perspective, what is so compelling to ,children appears to be the degiee to which

the construction of knowledge and representation of that knowledge is provoked.

Kamii's (1977) now classic reconceptualization of the traditional child.-

centered CurriculuM within a Piagetian framework can be of tantamount importance

in appreciating the contirmed prominence of Such activities as sand and Water

A
play.6r cooking. For example, loOking at ap adaption of Kamli's Chart (Table 1)

and considering a hypothetical learning encounter, say baking'gingerbread

figures, we can see th t the area of physical knowledge, the Child may Pliiserve

that molasses is thicker Chan water and pours much More slOwly; in the area of

social knowledge, he May.learnthat you ,call the spice that gives ginierbread

its disanctive flavor, ei; and under logico-mathematical knowledge, Che

child m* See that the tin cutters are different and classify them spontaneously_

into shapes, people, and animals. In constructing his knowledge of spae and

time, the'child-may discover that only so maq figures can be plaCed on a-single

cookie sheet, and Chat while it only took a,short timeto cut the figure out, it

sure takes a 16ng time for it to bake: In additibn, the child may choose to

represent his own mother baking by imitating her Stirring Motions and licking'-the

-spOOn, or he,may represent his Own name by curling the'stiff dough,into his first

initial.

a,



A
Childr
developmert
durriculum
activities

Dramatic play

Block buildiaz

Arts and crafts

Carinz for plants
and animals

Cooking

Singing, playing
musical instru-
ments

MoveMent
,

,Listening to stories

,Sand and water
play

Playing with play-
ground equipment

Table games

Croup games

adapted
*from C. Kamii

nage-tr.-1.e

framework

Table 1
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.But now we need to-go one st4Jurther beyond this ,appreciation of what the '....,
,

-child may be doing and discuss the teache ,role as the facilitatoi of Such

spontaileoua learning

In a course I instructed called bevelopmental Planning for Young Children,

I asked my college students what they/hoped to learn dUrinfthe quarter. One

young man reOlied, "I hopi I will know how d when to teeth," - How to determine

and what4to do with the predious teathi momeht! at I Would like to recommend

at this point is a six-step procedure for doing just that, for more adequately

determining the teaching moment and successfully lacilitating child learning.

Indeed, the steps that I aM suggesting have been derived from my observations

.of what successful Piagetian teathers do with thildren and asking what enables

them to be so sensitive to children, to refine their teadhing skills to the degree

that they truly become facilitators-of spontaneous child,learning.

Such teaching appears to be governed Implicitly by six sequential steps .

guiding what ihe,teacher does with children during the day. The six steps are:

1) anticipation

/) analysis

3). arrangement

A) attention

5) articulation

6) assessment

Anticipation is thinking ahead to what might.happen in the context of a given

Activity, imagining the encounters likely to occur. The bases of-anticipation are

general observation, particular experience with individual children whh yields'

information on Child needs and inte a knowledge of child growth and develop-

nent, and an unde standing of Piagetian theo
,

Analysis involves thinking through'she areas of knowledge (social, physical;

logico-mathematican with, which children potentially will be'dealing, considering

V"



. specific interpersonal encounters likely to otcur,,, as well as psychomotor
,

skills tobe used or.learned- analysis also includes:the deriving of specific

'teaching roles fix terms of those specific potential child involvements.

,S

Arrangement is actUally providing the materials and creating the physical

an r social setting:for a particular activity.

ir. ,

.

Attention means critically watching children in their encounters within

the social and physical environment and listening in order to determine when and

how td facilitate dhild learning.

Articulation refers to the actual teaching, the accentuation and facilita
N. ^4

tion of the child's encounters,1 in a particular learning moment. Here specifi

'teaching strategies cAn be derived from KamiVs dichotomy of knowledge. Because

the source of each area of knowledge is different so too must the methp&of

-.facilitation differ.

In the aiea of physical knowledge, the source of eedbadk axe physical

objects themselves. Therefore, the teacher encourages the Child to act on the''

materials and to make:predictions-about the possible resUlts of hia or her own,

aetion on the miterials. Asking questions that`ire very general at first

, ,Mdhat can you do with this.... yhat else?", and moving,to the specific)

do you think will happen if you mix the yellew and blue piaydougii?", aii

"OUthe things' sink in your bucKet.of Water?" is suggested: Accepting the

Child's prediction, whatever.it may be, the teacher next encourages theshild to
, . . .

"act on the ohjects themaelves, to test his,prediction., 'Let's see what blppens
,

when you Fix ,the yellow and blue together." After the child has'acted on the
as

objecte to test his

the obserwed Change

nl"

prediction, the teacher encourages'him to-verbally describe

with a question, such as,-..1.1low did,you-iake.the,playdough

A14

In oontiast, in social knowledge the sour bf feedback-1 other people,
o.

th-As soctal knowledge must be directly taught.* "Doyle is shearing the sheep.
.
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The sheais make a lot of no se but they do not hurt the sheep.... The sheep'

hair is c lied a wool flee

fleece .

we are. weaving a mat fdr-the table with the she

In the area of logico-mathematicalejvacwled e th f'
teacherYs objeCtive is to

-

help the child reflect the relationships between p ysical and social-objects

in his environment and this she may accomiish by the juxagodition orthoseC-

objeCtS or the asking of questions. For instance', as the child ptiaces, napkins

and cups arou6d the table for snack time and appears to be having difficulty de-

4
.

.,
.

.. .cidin mg how many to put around, the eacher ay ask, "Richie, do you have one'

.,,papk n for each,Chair? Lees-look:", and she_and theshild can quickly pass'

aPound tlle table and visually inspect for suCil a one-to-one correspondence.
4

Since children'S representatives are a refleCtion of their present cortstruc-
,

tion of reality, theipteacher insures ttiat the én ironment is 'tich with' or-

tunities drargatic play, arts and crafts, Eultiftorv reading which may evoke.
spontaneous representation at the level of ,the index sign, or syMbol.

Finally, assessbent is looking back'to what'transpired, what4hildrensaid

761d did within an activity-lor further clued of child interestv;and level of

development to incorporate for future planning

An ekamination-o/ apecif1c behavioral,-vttnette inVolvfouY,year old
,

Ronnie, some al his classmates, and his preschool teacher and Subsequently, the,
4

recreation of:the teache 's progressive role may be useful for dhe illustration

of the six steps just introduced.

Intent and alone in the block area sequence we can spe Ronnie as he lifts

a large hollow black and places it purposefully on the floor, standing-it on one

1.
d. With some difficulty he attempts fe place a sedand block on top of the

fir:st. Saving it from collapse he places a dhi d black on top of the second.



ROnnie.continues to build. Liz, the teacher, wahing Ronnie's project grow,

kneels beside him to ask which structure is tAller and how tall he is going to

'build hAs.new one. Ronnie responds by pointing .to his,first,tower and saying

his new one will be .the saMe as the first. Ronnie completes his second tower:
V

He'standi'batk as a taller'classmate :Robbie,. Places an additional bloCk'on eaeh

q01EI structures,. Intent,vRonnie begins to build ,A9third structure.

Meanwhile,

koom where Amy,

a diamatic play

Randy, Ahn, and

.ot

scene is unfolding in an adjacent area of the

Robbie play fireman -- building a house, fenqe,

-and fire station. Amy'calls to see 11 the firemeniare coming to her house which

is on fire. The answer to her call ii interrupted when a sudden kick is ex7

Changed between the,fWo firemen. Li; kneels and talks to both boys, explaining

that kitking hurts pthers and that we must tell someone w4 are mad instead .of

ki

Now let p retrace the development of the blotk and dramatic play sequence
v

and ass ss the teadher's,role using the six steps. First, anticipation-- while .

planning a field trip to a fire station Where Ronnie's father.works Abi
man, Liz anticipatedwith het student teachers that Ronnie and his clSsmates,

obaoiy would reptebent thiough their block structures and dramatic playthe

tation (embellished most likely with a few impres-
,

'sions from television.) She told her st4dent teachers wht.Plaget says about the

.events witnessed at the fire

role of'imitation in learning/ in,addftion,'Liz reflected that as a hole this
,

-particular group of Children oft n partitipated in dramatic play tf provided a

sultablePlay envir nment and props: For Ronnie, as new and younger child,

Lit hoped that the trip might serve to enhance his self-image ahd facilitate his

movement into the established play group.

Second analysts-- in.considering specifically what the Children might do,

Freda one of the student teadhers of whom Ronnie was very fond, thinking of the

prerequisitá psydho-motor skills necessary for block building, observed Ronnie's



often hasty andclumbsy movement patteNns, saying she felt having the firehats

placed in the block area might facilitate hiS involvement and_enhance his eye7.,

'hand coordination, and, large muscle, control.

Third, arrangement-- the day after the field'trip, Liz placed the red fire-

hats conspicuously in the block area, itself adjacent to the dramatic play area.

Because of the versatility of. the unit and hollow blocks she chose not to add.

additional props.
it

Fourth, attention-- during 'the morning, exploratory learning period, Liz re-,

mained in the vicinity of the block and dramatic'play areas, liste4ng.and

watching attentively.

Fifth, articulationiz'selected two specific teething moments for the,

faCilitation Of learning; the first when'she chose to query Ronnie About the size,

relation'Ship of this two towers, the second when she witnessed Randy and Robbie't

conflict and decided.to intervene and remind them of the cause-and-effect relatiOn-,,

ship of kicks and anger and the Social convention that kicking: isnot Allowed.
, ,

And sixth and finally; assessment-- looking,back over the morning Liz And--

ber student teachers discusied
the'teacher,-child=Materials interactions. Liz

ehared her observations that Ronnie had mustered sVficient Coordinatickt to keep

his tower from falling dewn. She also noted that Ronnie has been a4are,of the

equivIlence ,of his first,two structures in height. As a result, the:teachers

decided' to note Ronnie's level of awareneds of other logico-mathematical

4

relationships and to inake a point of planning several outdoor activities sUch as

obstacle course running which might facilitate Ronnie's locomotor skill development.

Obviously all encounters imagined will npt,oCcur, but practice teeching

according to these six steps will enable one to More a0propriately respond in a

sponta9ebusly occurringiteaching 'moment. Practice' in tAe pooling of the collecte4
.

4

Observations pf the individual teacher-or teadhing staff, brainstorming potential

involvements of children, and deriVing subsequent teaching roles for specific



ftlty)

. activities may, be accoMplished in one of Several ways. A worksheet such as the

one I have used to introduce Piaget's educational,implicatiofs to parents and

students (Appendix A) the activity plan format employed by,My colleagues with

their student teachers in a cognitive developmental preschool program,

'(Appendix B) or even a lOgi or notebook can be used. But mote important than the
4

method seleeted is the very practice that enables the teadher to capitalize with

Increased alacrity on the teaching moments like one I would like t4:vshare'and

with. which I will close.

One Morning in a friend's classroom some.children were playing with'beanbags,

tossing them into assorted contathers one aftei the other. Ibneof the children
.

started rubbing her fingers over the bag .that she was getting-teady to toss.

"What's inside?", she asked, as much to herself as to the teadher, my friend who

was observing nearby. "Well how do the things inside feel; are they'hard or

soft; are they big or little?", the teaeher asked. Just then a bean fel14out

from a hole in One, of the, other children e bagsE Four children huddled closely

together with the teAcheenow, aS they examined the hardness 'and smallness:61

the tiniest Of navy beans. "I want to. cs, inside," another child complained.

how,can we see inside ", the teacher pondered aloud. "Break it open"
I

one Child said. "Step on it," off red another. In turn the teadher asked, "Well,

if we're going, to step on it, whose Shoe will do the best job?" She looked around

the rug At her awn and, each

sole.shoes,

the childre

of the children's shoes. She alone was wearing hatd

while the dhildren wer all dressed

shouted Simultaneously. sking my

4111k

.

wacked '-an. Together the children and teacher stare# at the now seyhral

in tennis shoes. "your Shoe,"

friend's .clog, one Child fiercely'

'pieces. can't see anything," the same child complained. The teacher

replied, ,onder howwe can see the tiny insides better?" ScOORing up their

yrevious bean bits th Children dashed across'the room to the' science atea and,

placing. the bean underneath, the magnifying stool, press'ed-their noses to the glee's

and gazed.intently.



Appendix A

ACTIVITY PLAY

Ma Icing Cons tiuction Paper Mobiles'

Attivit; Making,a mobile with shapes cut from construction paper,
lengths 6 wire or.drinking straws, and string.*

, .

Goals: 1. Representation: Creating or tracing two-dimensional
'fepresentations of familiar objects in the Child's-

environment;
,

Process:

2. Physicsl knowledge: Understanding physical properties
of hanging objects;

Social knowledge: Identifying characteriStics of common
objects auth as color, geometric shapes, and,the names
of the represented'objects,

Craft. ActiV :ey: Promoting fine motor and eye,..hand coordination
fthrough tracing, cutting, using hole punch, threading string
through holes.

The.major -emphasis of this activity may be representation,'
physical knowledge,00r Social knowledge.

Represehtation: The.mobile is constructed from 20 representa-
tions of, objects in the realyorld whether.drawn by the Child
or.traced fromfemplates, Objects might be animals, household
items, transportation vehicles:.

Physical Knowledge: Mobiles'have interesting physical properties.
They invariably' hang vertically, yee they move freely, Each

'mobile piece is strung to another through,a hole whith the child
punches.

Questions Might include: "Ilow can we tie these pieces togethert
"Is there- a.way-to make the carlang
upside down?"

or after dhe mobile is
completed: "How can W6 make the moblje move?"

Questions can also-berelated Eo hanging pieces on uire or
straws and balancing the pieces:

Social Knowledge: The mobile is constructed witheither
precut consEruction paper pieces or traced from templates.
Pieces might be geometric shapes, letters, numbers, colored

4pieces of4.paper.

Questions might include: "Can you find a yellow square for us
to hang on our mobile?"
What animal are you tracing?"

3 ')
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. Constfuction paper, pr other papr wilich the child can Cut.
Templates for traCing (optional)
Hole PunCh
String
Scissors.

Crayons or magic markers
Wire pieces'or drinking stiaws

t?rzplementation:

i. Child draws or traces shape for mobile and cuts it out.
2. Child punches holes in top and bottom of piece.
3. String placed through top hole,of iiiece is tied through

the hole of, the shape above. Also, two piece's can be
tied to each end of a drinking straw or wire and the wire
Alien hung from the shape above.
Children can decorate shapes before or after they are hung
together.

-Extension: Have children construct several mobiles of equal length and
experiment with handing dhem at different heights. Arerthe
mobiles still the same length?

This can be a group or individual project.
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Appendil B

ActiVity: Styrofoam and Toothpick Sculptures

Use the following dpaces to brainstorm what the child may'be learning in
this activity and what you as facilitating adukt subsequently might do:

What Adult Idght Do
.or Say

"This white material is
called styrofoam."
"Toothpicks are only
for sticking into
styrofoam, not people:"

Area Of Knowledge

Social

Physical

What Child May B
Learning

Aaams.of the objects

.yules for behavior

$

Styrofoam weighs very
little and feels light
not heavy
Toothpicks can stick
into styrofoam

"I wonder if this
styrofoam ia-Very
heavy."
"How can we put these
toothpicks and styro-

,

foim together?"

Logico-mathematical

Sus_e_sId Time

Representation

Obj ects can be:

%plaeed in.one-to-one
coirespondence (Child
may stick one tooth-

. pick, into.eadh single
piece of styrofoam)
seriated (Child may put'
sa series of'sculptures
in order,from smallest
to largeat)

classified, (child may
put all the styrofoaM
in one stack, allthe
toothpicks in another)

A tall, skinny structure
occupies less Spae.on
the table surface than
a fat, sgitty one -

Toothpicks and gtyro-
foam can be combined
to represmit
objects in.the real
world

al*

The adplt pay:want
to verbally reflect
with the child on the
relationship the child
hassspontaneously
,created, saying for, ,

example, "I see you
have put one tooth-
pick into eadh'piece
of styrofoam."

'Whose structure takes
up, more'roop on the

''table?"'

"Cap you tell me About,
whit you are building?"
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The derivation of Piaget's theory to torm prógraiirmatio implications for

early childhood education has primarily focused on the way in which children

develop cognitively. Yet Piaget's theory can, and should be applied to allk

areas of development. While different aspects of development such as

cognitive and socio-emotional growth ma3r be considered separatel for the purposes

of constructing-goals and objectives'for early childhood progrdms:, the intrinsic

interabtice f ,these areas oust be foreMost when talking about the yhole'child.

Thus, when discusaing social-emotional'development, it must' be .considered

within the context of ctgnitive development,, and vica.versa. Indeed, the

social and emotional development of,the child is a most pervasive factor

which has many inifications ,for cognitive growth.-. Xamii (1977) in her

careful translation o Piaget'sAheory into goals for early education,
,

notes that the educator must Consider cognitive goalevithin the larger

sphere of the overall social-emotional development of the chilch

Teachers and developers of programs for yourg.children must be Careful.

'to pay adequate attent3on to the provision of an optimum environment for

social-emotional development. Wiehout a strong base of emotional health and

well-being, the 'overall developient of the child may be affected: ,An unhappir,

upset ch4d, lacking in initiative, confidence and trust, will have a difficult

time in school. Being attuned to children both cognitively and emotionally,

we cdh become aware of where individual needs and interests lie. This is
a.

important not only for structuring interactions with individual children,

but also tq-servt as information tp feed back_into the general organization

of activities in the classroom.

The purpose of this paper is to show that some of Piai* s most

significant ideas about haw children develop intellectualbr-have important

implications for social-em tional goal4 in early childhood programs. It
v
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has already'been noted tliat theit. goals for social-emotional dvelopment

have alWays been an integral part of early edutation. What is.important is ta

tie these Ideas into a sound theoretical framework, not only inorder to-.

provide a rationale for such goalS but also to demonstrate a way in which

all areas o f development interact, and may be considered unified.

The format,of this paper consists of three Sections. First, same general

implications fo cognitive-developmental theory for social-emotional goals

in early childhood programs will be presented. Second, same specific

suggestions as-to tow teachers c.n imr.ement these goals within the class-

room will. be'discussed. Finally,, the implications of these goals for the

,tole of peer interaction will be examined.

General isplications of cognitive-developmental theory for social-emotional .

development,'

What are some of the general principles of cogniiive-developmental

theory thatlipply to social-emotional development? Orie of ihe primary

characteristics of preoperationatth ught is centration, the tendency ,p
t

focus upon one aspect of an object or situation, with an attendant failure'

to coordinate different attributes of these objects or events. Within the social

and emotional reiam of development, centration is most apparent in the

egocentrism of young children. The child's inability to take anotherfs point

of view into account is often the cause of wilat might be considered "selfish

behavior". Through increasing interactions with otter people the Child

eVentually learns that there are different ways of-viewing situations which

must be considered when dealing. ith people. .As.teachers, it is important to

understand this concept of egocentrism not only in terms of developing

*



methods toteduce egocentric behavior, but also lest we have unreasonable

expectatIors about what the child is'capable of accomplishing.

Another'iMplication of cognitive theory that is an important component

of social-emotional development is the proce4s by which Children deve op

their sense of right and wrong, and subsequently cOnstruct a s t of r.ile with

which o cop with the world. Many of,thè processes of thinking that

apply to the development of different types of knowledge mentioned in the

other papers in thii symposium also apply to this area of moral development.

Fiaget stresses the importance of the development of a sense of autonomy

as providing a base for the construction of moral rules. As with the

development of knowledge, this process of construction occurs within the

child, rather than being instructed by adults. The chils desire and

willingness to cooperate and consider the rights of others comes about

:because of the need for mutual

,and egocentrism is'essential.

re.speoit and trust.
4

According to Kamil

The relationship between this

and DeVries (1977), the

process of cooperation requires a great deal of'decentration and interindividual

coordination.. The child musl be capable of considering personal rights and ne6cls

as.one factor and the rights andmneeds of another individual or group as
A

another, equally important factor.

Finally, imPortant to both cognitive growth and strong social-emotAonal

development is the child's sense of well-being. This not only inc1ude6

feeling good about oneself, but also being confident that one s questions and

abilities to seek out and solve problems are wOrthwhile and important ventures.

The motivated child is one who is confident and able tO speak with assArance,

and conviction., This delight and interest in one's own abilitiis thus becomes

the motivation for accomplishing an,activity.



Object ves for social-emotional development in the .classroom

How do these basic.,444.11,! derived from cognitive-develOpmentaltheory

translate i to actual objectives and practices for social-emotional 'development

in the classroom? While knoWledge of the theory can help the teacher to

understand and be more sensitive to the need's of the child, certain skills

for interaction are also'necessary. .The skills can be learnad, and may

encompassand inclUde,the following behaviors.

Foremost, we must treat chilidren witfl reOect recognizing and being

to their needs as individuals. Consistent, with cognitive theory, respect

Children

to the

children's abilities can help to foster the development of autonomy .

who are encouraged to th.ink on-their own, rather than always turning

teacher

to trus

attentive

for

for the right answer, begin to feel goqd about themselves and start

their own ability to make sound judgments.

By respecting children, we are, in turii, encouraging them to respect the

rights and opinions of others. As already noted, treating others as one weuld

like to be treated involve's decentration and coordination of diIerent points

of view (Kamii and DeVries, 1977). The child must coordinate his or her

oWn perspeCtive with the perspective of Others'in order to understand how they

feel.

Thdre are several actions which the teacher may incorporate which show

respectler children. First it .is important to acknowledge feelings. One

way to do so is toAisten to what children,have to say. Phis is important

not only ip order to understand what is goingNen in the child's wOrld, but

also tO show children that they are werthwhilejand have good ideas. Thus
a

it helps to develop'a positive self-concept. In turn, children will be more

tike to cooperate with and respect the reacher when theytk'how that the teacher

-38
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wants to hear what they have to say. For example, sitting down and listening

to Beth tell you of a nightmare she had 141 night not only shows that you'

care and understand her fear, but'also can help you7as a teacher to understand

why she is cranky and uncooperative'today. In such a manner, both child

and teacher benefit from this interaction. Additionally, by listening to

and responding to the child's feelings the teacher is providing aJeimp rtant

model fO7'the child's oWn interactionS with peers and other adult:1. .It

,Zt

should also be noted that good listening skills.extend to nonverbal as well

as verbal communications.

Another action to facilitate respect is honesty. The child truly shares

and is autonomous when a spirit of cooperation exists. Thi.s4 cooperation,

which is based on mutual respect, is facilitated by being honest with children.'

Although they may not know the w6rds to express the feeling, young children

can often stnse dishonesty.and mistrust. Park of acknowledging feelings

ahd being honest is to let children know your feelings. For instance, teachers

should tell children when they are angry, as long as they explain the reabon

for this anger . If it is de9onstrated in an acceptable manner, this

provides a possible model for ways in which to express anger.

The second important objective for social-emotional deve opmint derived

from theory is the pr motion of a positive self-image. Feel ngs of well-being.;

self- onfidence and competence'stem from the child's own se.lf-image. If

children feel good about themselves, they will be more willin& to trust their

own knowledge and abilitiesi instead of continually looking to others for

acknowledgement and encouragement. Children who are encoullaged to speak with

assurance will be more confident of their own ability to solve problems, and,

in Duckworth s (1973) words, to "have wonderful ideas". Several actiuns on

the part of the teacher can help.to promote a positive self-image.

Me
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First, .teachers whould encourage childten to make their own choices,

rather than contiritally deciding things for them. In this-manner we can'

help children,to become accountable for ther own actions and begin'to

develop.thei4 qwn system Of rulo of conduct. For example, during a free,

choice Activity period, the child's own decision is what inotivates ' him or her
k

to ,participate in certaIn activities, rather than as required by the tèacher..
,

I.

If David becomes involved in thenshing gdme and-does not get a chance to

help bake cookies, this is his decision and pe\rhaps tomorrow he will i.egulate

his time more carefulIy so that he can participate in mdre than One activity,

A second waY in which to encourage positive feelings and self-confidence,

-is to include,opportunities-where children can learn about themselves.

This includes such traditional activities as looking in the mirror, drawing

self-portraits, talking about feelings and emotions, and identifying parts of

die body and types of clothing.

Third, becoming an individual and not just one among many occurs when the

teacher takes the time to address children by name. Other children,learn

names faster when they hear these being used aild thus are able to address

each other properly. This in turn serves as Nn/aid in the reduction pf

egocentrism as children begin to consider each other as individuals.

Anpther way to promote feelings of confidence and competende is to

remember to include activities in the day s schedule that children are, fami iar

witkand can be succe sful at. While new activities a e often exciting and

challenging, children can feel bewildered when there are not opportunities for
A

them to exercise their masery of familiar routines and strategieS.

The third objective derived from theory is to encourage-curiosity and

,reativi y, and consequently, initiat e and independenw. The activity

necessary to cognitive development is also important to the development'of

tr



social skills.- Thus curiosity and creativity are fostered as the teacher

encourages active exploration on the part of the child. Sdmilarly, inter-
.

persohal relationshtps expand and develoi5 as children become curioas about

others in their world.

-The teacher Apvi&'s opportunities for such a tive exploration by

accepting children s ideas and challenging them with ,questions for further

stimulation. Physical knowledge, for example, involves a model ror critical

thinking and problem solving which accepts and encoUtages SUch'curiosity.

Tf.the teacher mixes blue and yellow.food coloring together and explains'how,

thesp colors make green 'children may attribute this to adult "Magic". By

making colors available to children to experiment themselves, however, their

own cUriosity and initiative may stimulate- a solution to the''problem. Even

if the sOlution, to bUr adult way of thinking; is wrong, the Satisfaction. the

child feels from working on a problem may serve as impetus at aome later

time for a more appropriate 'solution. An incident that occured tin my

classroom may serve as an example. A four year old boy', Matthew, was

attempting to remove a pie.Ce of play paper money which was stutk behind the

drawer space of a toy cash register. In his eagerness at finding a way,to

pull out ihis dollar' bill Mattew experimented,with all sorts of objects which

were obviously, to my teacher s eye, too' wide to even fit iwto the space

much less extract the money . Rut by letting him expeiiment as lobg as'he

wanted, which involved a rather elaborate process of trial and error with

every conceivable blo"ek and utenil in the classrdom, Matthew derived alot of

satisfaction and sense of hi self as a "solver of problems". It was not

important that another child, matching -this proceaure, srolled by' and pUlled

out thi money with a penoil on the first try, becau e this aid not detract

at all from gatthew s experimentation.
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This same prqcess of exploration and experimentation extends into

interpersonal interactions. The problem-solving approac h-can be adapted

and used by children to resolve differencies in conflict situations.

While it is not within the scope of this paper to discuss strategies fol.

child guidance, it may be mentioned just briefly that One way in which to

re'solve aifferences between chiqdren is to encourage them to discuss and

work out a mutually slq.tisfactory solution. The teacher serves as an

'arbitrator in this decsioh7making process, rather than as a direct intervener .

cers for d"elo ment

Finally,, I would like to discuss tlie importance of peers for social-

,

emotional development. It was noted earlier t at interaction with peers is

a significant factor for both cogAtive and socal-emotional development.

Thrdugh intefactions with other people, cHildren learn'a great dedl°4bout and4

become proficient at social' relationships. Egocentrism may be a MIAs of#

difficulty in dealing. with others. The child must be able to decenter', that is,

to see more than one aspect of a situation at a time, The d ireability and

need for good social relationships can do much to'increase decentration,

,and develop the abilities to coopbrate and share. Because'of these functions,

it becomes important to promote peer interaction, even though at times these.

interactions may be qressful,

How is it that peers play.a significant role in facilitating Cognitive
1

development? One reason is thUt peers are not as understandill and accepting

of a child's egocentrism as an adult is. Whereas an adult may be willing to

interpret the child!s egocentric actions or communiCations, poets m4. demand

t at the child explain these actionsFor example, the child who asks

"give Me that" .instead of 'give me the 'red block" and expects others to
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understantimay find that his or her peers are not as patient as an adult might

be, Thus peers help to reduce egocentrism through their unwillingnes.s to

accept and cater to the egocentric child. This promotes cognitive development

in several ways. Firs? , it helps the child to realize that there are

diffyrent ways of viewipg a situation. Second, it forces a reorganization of

knowledge so that the child can communicate effectively with others\

Third peer,interactions can be astroni sodrce,of cognitive xonflict. Children

may demand and ask questions that will cause'a discrepancy between the
a<

child's present cognitive-structures and the situation as. it is experienced.

Once again, this may force a reorganization of knowledge which tan help to,,

extend the child's own developmental level*, or even expand to the next level.

For instance,

beads by one

n a bead-stringing'activity, one child may be able to group

Criterion, color, While another child can classify according to

multiple criteria, such as .color and size or shape. In oder'to understand

-the way in whi h this child is grouping beads, the first child must begin to

extend cognitive structures to include the con ept of,multiple classification.

In socio-drapatic play, the reenactment of incidents from home often occur.

While these scenes may be important and.familiar to the child Who initiates

the play, in order to include others he Or she Mu decenter.in order :to-

xplain the situation and the roles to the other participants.

Within the realm of 'social:-emotional development, relationships with

peers serve as one dimension of interpersonal interactions. There are seveial

posit4ve outcomes of thest interactions. .First children learn that others

have feelings and rights just is they themselves do. A sense of justice and

a moral code is develored as interactions help to determinp whAt is fair

and just and what is not. The arbitration model for resolving arguments

already noted pay serve as an example, If there ts Only one tricycle,
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three children will have,to arrive

to share i .

a mutually satisfactory way in which

e
Second) frXends can a so'do much to help promote a positive self-image

through their acknowledgement and admirition for each other s capabilities.-.. , .

.

For instance, two children' wh'o'Often had-diffidulty establishinnteractions

.

,

i
*

with others were abie to comment on add exclaim over bach other's paintings

while at the t'asels one day.. Both were visibly pleased with this attention.

Third, it is through interactions with others that the child learns

what it is like to be the member of a group the larger requirements of the.
*

group may force the child's own ntids and interesn to asSume a suborftate

status. Thus if ten children want tosee and hear'theflannel board story,

the one child who is standing and talking must be quiet an-d take 'a place on

the rug for the benefit of all. These group interactions, also prbvide an

opportunity to ream how to communicate with more than une person-

Many of the type-s of interactions just mentioned may seem stressful for

the young child as they often involve a certain amoant of tension and even

conflict. Y t this stresifulness can yield positive benefits. The reduction

of egocentrism decentration,

arise out of these situations.

and the creatTbn of cogniitive conflict can

Social interactions that may be emotionally

charged help the child learn inter- and intra-personal skill_ For example,

a child who constantly intorruptsthe large group_activities may suffer the

wrath of the rest of the group. Another example of,positive results of

stressful situations eay be found in motoric activities. While the development

of psychqnotor skills cert

are skilled

ly should not be for ed because other children

certain areas, the excitement and freindskip which are naturally

a part of group activities may provide motivation for the unsure child. For

instance, if climbing.on the jungle gym is part of a game of "expl ers",
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child who is somewhat f arful of climbing-may be more inclined to join in if.
(

expect d to and enc ouraged by others. Of course, it is important to remember

that-a stressful situation is not useful or beneficial if it bivalves any

physical harm or verbal abuse such as taunt's or hamealling.
The role of the teacher regarding peet interaction is, in general that

of a.facilitator. Primarily, thee teacher structures t

peer interactions are more likely to occur. Activities

4
or planned, can encourage cbroperative involvement.bet

e envsironment so that

whether spontaneous

n children at

several different levies: the large group, the small group, or between

ind viduals.

'01

At the large group or circle time, rather than having information and

commumication flow just between teacher and,child, activities can be developed

which ate direct interaction between members of the group. For

instance "Farmer in.the Dell" game requres that children join hands, move
16°f;

in a circle,and liSten to the words and actions.of those in the middle.-

"Simon Says" can use a child as Simon instead of a teacher.

Within small groups or among iAividuals, teachers can utilize cog ve

projects that require c1t1dren to work together. One such game is called

imatchinvballoens". Chi d yoi.n two pieces of a construction paper balloon

by color and shape- in order to complete a picture of a balloon vendor.

Other examplesqnclude making collages, Aurals) etc% Childremcan work at

these activities together with minimal assistance from a iteacber. As children

V

arestogether in activities such as outdoor play, socio-dramatic play, puzzles,

small manipulatives and constructions projects, and arts and crafts, inter-
. -

actions between peers will be plentiful and spontaneous.

Finaliy teachers can en'ist the help of children to tell newcomers

about, an activity or to assili others . Instead of continually explaining
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directions or what is going on, tea hers can suggest that those already

involved in the proit:ct explain it to newcomers. If the activity is

cooking..,=for instance, one of the children already involved can tell the

child entering the activity what they ere making, how it is made, etc.

In the siille,vein, children can help each other with things' that would
. .

,. .. .

normally requre the aid of a teacher'. :Cutting, pasting, and.cleaning up

spills are all- actions tilat children can help.each other with.

In summary, it has been shown that the applicationof%Piagetian thedry

to.ea ly childhood education programs can and must encompass all'aspects of

development in, order' to consider the' whole-chTld. Ihe-principlet and
,

rationale underlying the theory include goal's ilnd'objectives Which extend to

social-emotional growth'-and which are derived from basic ideas about how

k
children learn and deelop through interactions their environment.

Specific suggestions for ways in which teachers and program developers'can
a

translate these overriding principles into actual classroom practige have

been delineated. In particular, the way in which peer interaction can

influence and expand the social-emotional development of the youqg child was

disclisstd. By providing a iheoretical framework within which to explain and

understand how all aspeets of devOopment intrinsically interact we-caii

indeed rediscover the chj.ld in early childhood education.

v

.a

et,
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